family of medium tactical vehicles wikipedia - the family of medium tactical vehicles fmtv is a series of vehicles based on a common chassis that vary by payload and mission requirements the fmtv is derived from the austrian steyr 12 m 18 truck but substantially modified to meet u s army requirements these including a minimum 50 per cent u s content, military light medium heavys for sale commercial truck - find military trucks for sale browse military trucks view our entire inventory of new or used military trucks commercialtrucktrader com always has the largest selection of new or used military trucks for sale anywhere, military medium cargo trucks olive drab com - military medium cargo trucks cargo trucks with capacity in the range 2 1 2 tons to about 7 tons have been the main transport vehicle for the u s military since world war ii used in large numbers, medium tactical vehicles oshkosh defense - in any environment under any circumstance oshkosh defense medium tactical vehicles and vehicle systems support the full spectrum of armed forces missions with the power versatility mobility and performance military personnel can rely on, family of medium tactical vehicles fmtv military com - the family of medium tactical vehicles is the u s army s primary set of strategically deployable vehicles that perform general resupply ammunition resupply maintenance and recovery and, boyece equipment military trucks utah - these late m series trucks with 4 to 6 wheel drive are military trucks which we offer for sale at a fraction of new truck cost trucks are reconditioned in our modern shops under the most exacting standards and controls to give like new truck performance, rheinmetall defence military trucks - military trucks commercial vehicles serving the military modern armies fulfill various roles and have very different demands ranging from mission support in the battle area to logistical tasks in the homeland, medium military vehicles for sale milweb classifieds - 6 2 diesel v8 53890 miles pick up can be converted to 4 doors roof brand new artic roof complete for additional price drive and runs very good all original us army, list of military trucks wikipedia - this list includes military trucks are in production for 2014 previous models are in a separate table which is below in the column company indicates the manufacturer of the truck in the column truck model name is indicated in the column image is a photograph of the model in the type column indicates the type of model payloads here is submitted designations such as chassis for
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